FLEXIBLE MARQUEE HIRE
We offer a large-scale professional stretch
tent hire service across the UK. Designed to
suit your specific requirements with flexible
tent configurations, our experienced team
deliver spectacular event spaces for:
Corporate events
Festivals and shows
Balls
Brand activations
Sporting events
Weddings and private parties
And more...
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THE POPULAR
ALTERNATIVE TO
A TRADITIONAL
MARQUEE

01908 668247 | thestretchtent.co.uk
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CORPORATE EVENTS,
BALLS, SHOWS &
FESTIVALS
Eye catching, stylish and practical, our stretch
tents are the popular choice for outdoor
events. Completely bespoke and configured
to suit your exact event requirements.
We have a reputation not just for the sheer
quality of our tents, but also the care with
which we install them. Our staff are properly
trained to ensure the details and finish match
your expectations.
Totally waterproof
Durable and strong
Silent in the wind
Extremely versatile
Available in black, white, chino and pink
RAMS & structural appraisals supplied
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International Polo Event
South of England
20x35m tent and 6x8m entrance tent
Flooring, lighting, catering tents

THE STYLISH
OPTION FOR YOUR
CORPORATE EVENT

01908 668247 | thestretchtent.co.uk
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WEDDINGS AND PRIVATE
FUNCTIONS
With 100s of functions under our belt, we
can assure you that one of our stretch tents
will be just perfect to create a spectacular
environment that you and your guests will
never forget.

15x20m & 9x15m, lighting

What’s your theme? English country or rustic?
Chic or boho? Maybe Moroccan? We have
planned and delivered hundreds of unique
events, each one unforgettable.
We can provide a range of ancillaries to create
your perfect environment:
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Flooring and dance floors
Bars
Lighting
Catering tents
Patio heaters
Oak barrels
And more... e.g. pathway lanterns,
external lights and outdoor log burners.

20x25m, dance floor, matting

12x18m, off building

Wedding in Suffolk
20x25m with three sides down
200 guests
All the extras

THE PERFECT
CHOICE FOR YOUR
UNFORGETTABLE
DAY

01908 668247 | thestretchtent.co.uk
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ANY LOCATION,
ANY VENUE
The versatility of our stretch tents in
combination with the experience of our skilled
team allows our tents to be installed on
slopes, down steps, in urban environments,
off buildings and even positioned to include
small trees and pools. Each rig is bespoke,
uniquely designed to meet your needs and
adapt to the given terrain.

Rooftop, London

Venue,
Yorkshire

Off building, over terrace

Viewing platform canopy
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Outdoor Cinema in London Park
12x15m black tent

19m circular tent covering sunken lawn & 12x15m within the trees
Festoons and fairy lights

A REALLY BIG THANK YOU....
“A really big thank you to you all for your wonderful tent! I was positively distraught this morning to see it go! We were totally
gobsmacked by the tent a fabulous structure that, amazingly, doubled the size of the garden and it looked like a filmset.
It remained totally watertight, despite the downpours.
We were so impressed with the team who could not have been more charming or efficient. They erected that structure,
secured flooring, laid a dance floor, set up tables, hung lovely floating Chinese lanterns with no hassle and in a remarkably
short time. Excellent service, an excellent result and very reasonably priced for what you supply. Thank you!!”
Michelle Berriedale-Johnson
01908 668247 | thestretchtent.co.uk
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Brasenose College May Ball
Oxford University
20x25m sides down

ANY SIZE,
ANY CONFIGURATION
Here at the Stretch Tent Company we cater
for everything from small private parties
through to vast spaces for crowds of 1000s.
Over 7000m2 in stock
6x8m to 20x25m tents
Square, rectangular or circular
Impressive larger linked structures
in 12m, 15m, 18m or 20m widths.

12 x18m high open canopy, anchored using concrete blocks

9x15m outdoor cinema

Multiple configurations, Hampton Court Palace

In theory the size and extent is unlimited.
Tell us about your space and we can propose
a bespoke solution.

01908 668247 | thestretchtent.co.uk
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60th birthday party in Surrey

ANY WEATHER
We can rig your tent with consideration given to the Great British
weather conditions.
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Warm and sunny - high sided canopies
Cold and wet - sides hunkered down
Tested to silently withstand 50mph winds
Heaters can be supplied to keep guests warm and cosy

Above
60th Birthday Party in Surrey
15x35m main tent with two sides
down and two sides open

NEW: FOUR SEASONS TENT
We are pleased to add a totally new product to our offering.
This tent maintains the style of a stretch tent but comes
with full drop down walls that enable the tent to be easily
enclosed to give full protection from the elements.

Above
Circular stretch tent hybrid
Full drop down sides (x8)
Christmas and New Years Parties
Winter weddings for up to 120

01908 668247 | thestretchtent.co.uk
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DON’T JUST TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT...
“Working with the Stretch Tent
Company was a real pleasure—the tent
at The Pump House looked fabulous, by
day and night, and provided the perfect
setting for a wonderful wedding.“
Phil & Sally Sellers Wedding.

“The stretch tent, lighting & bar
exceeded all expectations and gave the
real ‘wow factor’ that my client was
after. Your team worked tirelessly to
ensure that the end result was 100%
perfect.”
Jenna Schiller 30th Birthday.
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“A huge thank you… your team were
fantastic on the day, especially
considering the adverse weather
conditions!“
Rosemary Williams Outdoor Photo Shoot.

“Thank you so much for your fantastic
work. The tents looked absolutely
amazing, but more importantly you were
so lovely to work with. The reassurance
during my tensest moments was much
appreciated!”
Lucy Rosen Oxford University May Ball.

“Thank you and your team for your help
and advice leading up to the wedding
during the summer. We had so many
compliments about the tent from guests
and neighbours, it fitted so beautifully
into the garden and the lighting made it
feel really magical.”
Martin & Marjorie Condon Wedding.

“So not only excellent service, and an
excellent result - but very reasonably
priced for what you supply. Thank you!!”
Michelle Berriedale-Johnson Wedding.

WE’VE WORKED WITH...
Delighted BBC. I was so pleased with
the way the site looked. The stretch
tents were really lovely inside and
out and even the black gazebos
looked smart!”
Jenny Stuart Event for the BBC.

“The team were brilliant on site and
the fact they came back to help out
when we had really bad weather
was amazing.”
Hugh Belgrave Corporate Event for Mini.

01908 668247 | thestretchtent.co.uk
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Unit 2 Broughton Barns
Broughton Grounds Lane
Broughton
Milton Keynes MK16 0HY
Tel: 01908 668247
info@thestretchtent.co.uk
thestretchtent.co.uk

